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Introduction
When transportation projects fall behind, it can be very difficult to regain the lost time, and even
harder without increased costs. This paper walks the reader through the resolution of a schedule
recovery need for a transportation project which suffered significant production losses by analyzing
the project, identifying specific opportunities for acceleration, hosting a recovery workshop, and
implementing the solutions. This structured and cost effective case study for recovery uses a
successful completed project for which the authors provided Project Controls, specifically
Schedule Review and support, and demonstrates the technical scheduling process used to recover
the time.

Background
Project Description
The approximately $40M Hampton Boulevard project depresses the grade of a four lane thoroughfare
leading to Naval Station Norfolk in order to change grade crossings to bridges and remove traffic
interruptions. The Project also includes constructing two bridges, one each for rail and traffic
overpasses. The work was divided into four phases. Phase 1 consisted of Building the detour road at
the current grade around the primary construction
area rerouting all four lanes to the north side while
maintaining access for side streets. Phase 2 consisted
of demolishing existing Hampton Boulevard,
relocating rail access to the terminal, driving sheet
piles, excavating to the new grade for approximately
60% of the project, driving piles, pouring slabs, and
building bridges over the excavated area. Phase 3
consisted of driving sheet piles, excavating the
remaining 40% of the Project, driving piles, pouring
slabs and tying into Phase 2 completed work. Phase
4 is the traffic shift to the newly built roadway,
demolishing the detour road, and landscaping. The
Original Duration for the Project was 1223 calendar
days or just over 40 months.
The purpose of this project is to separate the rail traffic servicing the adjacent Norfolk International
Terminal (NIT) from the heavy automobile traffic. The current alignment also poses a problem for the
Navy. If the Navy recalls all personnel but doesn’t get cooperation from the Terminal on the rail traffic,
it could negatively affect operational readiness.

Schedule Model
The Baseline Schedule was a 672‐activity Critical Path Method schedule (“CPM”) that was reasonable
and appropriate. The scheduling environment on this job was one of cordial cooperation. We were
able to discuss issues with the contractor and resolve disagreements relatively easily.

Statement of Recovery Need
The problem arose when the completion date slipped and the contractor felt that he had exhausted
all logical mitigations he could make and still have faith in the schedule as a reasonable and achievable
plan to complete the Project. VDOT requested that the contractor provide a recovery schedule. The
Contractor wanted relief from liquidated damages; however, the Owner decided that releasing the
Contractor from liquidated damages was not in VDOT’s best interest. As the consultant to VDOT
providing schedule review services, we proposed a schedule recovery workshop to address the
production slippage.

Schedule Status
The schedule at this point had gone through six months of a “slip and recover pattern” where the
Contractor updated the schedule, noticed the slip and mitigated that slip through logic changes. In
most cases, the logic changes were carefully thought out and implemented, but eventually reasonable
changes did not provide the recovery needed, and actions were taken in an optimistic manner
anticipating higher production and increased crew resources.
The Contractor’s management team had reviewed the schedule and concluded that there were no
more cuts to be made, or durations to be trimmed, and no other options than to ask for relief.

Goal
The goal of any Schedule Recovery
Workshop is to come together to
brainstorm
ideas
for
sequencing,
opportunities for additional resources to
shorten durations, site conditions or
changes that would enable a time savings.

Recovery Workshop
Preparation
In preparation for the Recovery Workshop, all of the participants should prepare a bulleted list of
suggestions for discussion with the group. Sending the list ahead of time allows the Contractor time
to evaluate these ideas which helps the Recovery Workshop proceed without becoming an
interrogation of the Contractor to which there are no answers at this time.

Brainstorming
Brainstorming is critical to allow all participants the chance to contribute and comment. This is a vital
part of obtaining the buy‐in of all of the participants.
Most effective recovery efforts involve revisions to both the Longest Path and the Near Critical work
that becomes the Longest Path as changes to the previous Longest Path shorten the work duration.
Preliminary Analysis
In this case, the authors’ brainstorming was facilitated by using the most current updated schedule,
filtered to show only the Longest Path, Critical and Near‐Critical paths up to the value of the time
needed to recovery, which was approximately 45 calendar days. The filtering was done by defining
the Critical Path to include all activities up to 45 days of Total Float, inclusive. These are the activities

that control project completion for the recovery time frame and all of these activities may need
recovery in order to meet the goal.

This approach is much more efficient than starting with just the Longest or Critical Path, which is the
typical approach by most schedulers. Starting with the longest pole in the tent, the Critical Path,
simply solves the apparent problem, but as the Critical Path is recovered, those activities slip off the
path and some other secondary Critical Path takes over, requiring another recovery effort.
Once the schedule is filtered to the recovery duration, the next step relates to choosing the best
opportunities for recovery. In recovery efforts, there are generally two choices; fast‐tracking or
compressing. Fast‐tracking is changing the sequencing and logic so as to create more concurrent
work, potentially changing one Longest Path into two shorter Longest Paths of the work that does not
depend on the original predecessors. Compressing generally requires shortening of durations by
adjusting productivity rates with increased efficiencies or increased crews.
The recovery brainstorming should look at both options. Fast‐tracking the project is less likely to
increase costs than compressing so that is the obvious preferred approach.
Fast‐tracking opportunities should start with review of the Critical Paths to see where there might be
soft logic driving the Critical Path. Soft logic, which could be resource‐driven or simply preference‐
driven, can often be revised to allow more parallel or concurrent work. Some of the opportunities for
fast‐tracking are recognized by the longer durations; leading to opportunities to subdivide large scope
activities into multiple activities which might be able to progress concurrently.

The approach to prioritize this effort starts with changing the sorting of the schedule from Early Dates
to Original Durations, with the larger ODs listed first as those are the best opportunities.

This project had an activity for concrete curb and gutter (C&G), with monolithic sidewalk, that
separated the lane directions, with a single large duration of 18 WD. After review of the plans, it
appeared that the C&G activity could be divided into two activities to allow two crews and work on
both directions of traffic to occur at the same time.
All options should remain on the table, and this means that some of the suggestions will turn out not
to be viable once analysis is done. An example of this was the opportunity identified in the Activity
names “Fabricate Production Piles”, which appeared to offer acceleration options from either faster
fabrication or quicker delivery.
We also reviewed predecessors to the fabrication activities to examine other opportunities with
starting earlier. The schedule showed three groups of production piles to be fabricated, totaling 25
work‐days, which is five weeks, and even with the overlap between groups, the entire process was
shown to require 6 weeks.

This opportunity proved not to offer any good options to reduce time, even though it was high on our list.
Other opportunities for recovery included identification of dead time in the longer sequences, such
as the Activity names, “Concrete Median”. This activity was scheduled for the full median installation,
requiring 19 work‐days.

The Northbound lane of paving in the depressed area was scheduled to start only after the complete
median was installed even though there was work on both the North‐ and Southbound sides. By
starting the paving on the NB side immediately after concrete median was complete on the NB side
only, the schedule gained time. This shows how the brainstorming builds on other ideas.

After review of the fast‐tracking opportunities, the next step is to examine compressing the schedule.
This requires a review of the quantities and production rates that were used to estimate the durations
of activities.
The large duration sort of the Critical and Near‐Critical Path filters is a good layout to use to examine
the compression opportunities as well. The small durations will likely not yield much savings, whereas
the large durations could generate significant savings for the recovery effort.
In this project, the authors reviewed the production rates of the work to see if there were any good
opportunities to improve productivity, and discovered that the C&G production rates were based on
hand forming and pouring the concrete. If the Contractor could bring in a curb machine instead of
hand forming the C&G, the production rate could be increased dramatically.

The brainstorming session continues in this way, addressing all ideas and examining the schedule in
as many innovative ways as possible. But the success is based on a technical review of the schedule
– remember that the schedule is the technical model of the project plan; if the model is accurate, it
will help expose efficiencies in the plan that are not being taken into account.

Facilitating Workshop
Opening Statement
The objective at this meeting was to discuss proposed feasible ideas with all sides to determine what
changes could be adopted that would result in an achievable recovery schedule.

Discuss Ideas
The result of this meeting is a recovery schedule, but the schedule remains the Contractor’s means
and methods and sole responsibility.
The beauty of the Recovery Workshop is that different people are looking at the schedule. Individuals
perceive the same item slightly differently. This allows for healthy discussion which leads to
productive ideas.

Identify Acceptable Targets
Once these ideas have been deemed technically feasible, practical, and discussed with the group, then
these specific concepts become the acceptable targets for mitigating the delays in the Project
schedule. These targets need to be modeled in the schedule. This list of targets is taken by the
Contractor who then needs to perform an analysis to determine which, if any, may be applied to the
CPM to produce the Recovery Schedule.

Output/Results
Recovery Analysis
Recovery options were analyzed individually and cumulatively. The cumulative analysis is important
as the changing Critical Path will make some ideas less feasible or less attractive as the reductions in
Critical Path lengths moves the Critical Path to other activities and sequences.
The workshop yielded a list of proposed schedule changes that were acceptable to all parties and
saved the Project 38 calendar days. These changes that were ultimately adopted added no cost to the
Project and mostly changed the sequencing of work. Paving, sidewalks, curb and gutter were originally
scheduled to be completed at the end of Phase 3 for the entire length of the Project. The proposal to
break out the work for Phase 2 and complete this early when the area is complete and available for
work, rather than waiting for the completion of Phase 3 saved the majority of the time. Other small
changes accumulated to the remaining time savings.

Recovery Plan Acceptance
The Recovery plan must be acceptable to all parties. Both Parties must analyze the Recovery Schedule
for feasibility, resources, compliance with the specifications, and the Owner in particular should
review to confirm that the recovery effort does not place new burdens or constraints on his in‐house
and consultant resources.

Implementation of Recovery Plan
Once the Recovery Schedule is approved, it becomes the schedule of record on which Earned Value
Management, Earned Schedule Analysis, and Payment Applications will be based. The Recovery
Schedule is the new plan to complete the remaining work within the Contract time frame. Future
schedule updates will use the Recovery Schedule as the benchmark schedule to create the Updates.
The Recovery Schedule or its updates will be used as a basis for any required analysis of potential
needs for extensions of time with TIAs for delay events that may impact the job.
It is vital to recognize that recovery scheduling efforts are always more successful when they require
the efforts to start immediately rather than counting on a future effort. The project must be turned
around to gain recovery, and a small part of the problem is the motivational losses that have occurred
due to the recognition of delay. When the project team sees recovery starting and proceeding right
away, it helps motivate the entire team to perform at a higher level.
Recovery plans designed to occur in the future can also fail when the project continues to lag or other
unforeseen conditions occur to retard performance. The sooner the recovery effort starts, the more
likely it will be successful.

P
Summary/Conclusion
Every project at some point in the project life‐cycle is likely to need recovery efforts, and following a
structured approach will improve the opportunities to recover as well as reduce the time and effort
to develop the recovery plan. Recovery Workshops provide opportunities for partnering, with the
Owner and Consultant/CM participating to help the Contractor meet their goals and commitments.

